Top Quark Physics
The discovery of the top quark by the CDF and D collaborations in 1995 1,2 ended a long search following the 1977 discovery of the b quark. Since, the integrated luminosity a vailable to the two collaborations has approximately doubled, to about 110 pb ,1 . The sophistication of the top quark analyses by the two experiments has increased as well.
In the Standard Model SM the top quark completes the third fermion generation. A measure of the top quark pair production cross section is of interest as a test of QCD predictions. A deviation from these predictions could indicate non-standard production or decay modes. Calculations of the cross section is necessarily given as a funtion of top mass, m top , which w e also measure.
It turns out that the top quark has a large mass that can be determined to greater fractional precision than is possible for the lighter quarks, which decay after they form hadrons. Also, since m top is large it controls the strength of quarkloop corrections to tree-level relations among electroweak parameters. If these parameters and m top are measured with some precision, the Standard Model Higgs boson mass can be constrained.
At the Tevatron, top quarks are pair produced in p s = 1 :8 T eV p p collisions. In the Standard Model, top quarks decay 100 of the time to a W boson and a b quark, with subsequent decay of the W boson into either a charged lepton and a neutrino, or a quark-antiquark pair. Top quark signatures are classi ed on the basis of the decay of the two W bosons into the dilepton ee, e, and , lepton e or plus jets, and all jets decay c hannels.
m top in the Lepton plus Jets Channel
The lepton plus jets channel has produced the most precise measurement of the top quark mass to date 3,4 . The analysis method used by the two experiments is very similar. Events are required to have one charged lepton e or , four or more jets and missing E T . Both experiments make use of information that identi es or tags" certain jets as b quark jets. Jets can be b-tagged by means of a displaced vertex in the SVX CDF or by the presence of a soft lepton near the jet CDF and D . For untagged events, D uses a multivariate event shape requirement to improve the signal to background ratio. Events are reconstructed using the four leading jets with a 2C t to the top quark pair hypothesis. A top quark mass likelihood function is derived from the observed distribution of reconstructed masses using 
m top in the Dilepton Channel
Dilepton event selection requires two c harged leptons e or , two or more jets, and missing E T . The dilepton channel di ers from the lepton plus jets channel in that there is not enough kinematic information to reconstruct the event. Therefore, the experiments have resorted to using mass estimators other than the reconstructed mass. In principle, any quantity that is correlated with the top quark mass can be used as an estimator. In all cases, the same template technique that was used for the lepton plus jets mass analysis is used to calculate a top quark mass likelihood in the dilepton mass analysis.
This independent measurement is important a s a direct test of the hypothesis that the excess of events over background in both the lepton + jets and dilepton channels are due to top quark pair production.
The two experiments use di erent quantities as the top quark mass estimators. CDF has done two analyses using the b quark jet energy E b , and the lepton-b invariant mass m`b as the mass estimator 3 . D uses a weight curve" method, in which a w eight is derived as a function of an assumed top quark mass that describes how likely each candidate event i s t o h a ve come from a particular mass top quark. A separate weight curve is derived for each candidate event. In principle, the whole curve is the mass estimator, although D actually uses only four numbers extracted from the curve 5 . D has also combined its dilepton and lepton plus jets mass measurements into a single top quark mass measurement. The results of the dilepton mass analyses can be found in Table 1 .
m top in the All Jets Channel
CDF has obtained a top quark mass measurement in the all jets channel 6 . The event selection for the all jets channel consists of six or more jets, an SVX b-tag, plus further event shape requirements. The event sample consists of 136 events with an expected background of 1089. This measurement uses the reconstructed top quark mass based on a 3C t to the top quark pair hypothesis as its mass estimator, with likelihood derived using the same template method that is used for other top quark mass measurements. The all jets top quark mass result is shown Table 2 Top quark cross section results from CDF m t = 175 GeV c 2 and D m t = 172 GeV c 2 .
Exp. Channel 
tt Production Cross Section
Both experiments have measured the top quark production cross section using a variety o f c hannels. The main results quoted by both experiments are based on channels that contain at least one charged lepton e or , basically the dilepton and lepton plus jets channels described above 7, 8 . Both experiments have also measured the top quark cross section using the all jets channel 6,9 . Other channels are the` e or plus a hadronically decaying dilepton channel CDF 7 and the so-called e channel D 8 , which requires one charged lepton, two or more jets, plus very high missing E T and e transverse mass.
Event selection sometimes varies slightly between the top quark mass and cross section analyses. For example, both experiments only require three jets in the lepton plus jets cross section analysis, compared to four in the mass analysis. Cross section results are summarized in Table 2 .
Top Physics Summary
The CDF and D top quark mass and cross section results are shown in Fig. 1 , together with three theoretical predictions 10 . These top quark mass results together with recent results on the W mass measurement 11 place constraints on the allowed SM Higgs mass. As shown in 
First Generation Leptoquark Search
One of the remarkable features of the Standard Model SM is the symmetry between quarks and leptons that leads to cancellation of chiral anomalies and renders the SM renormalizable. This symmetry might be explained by a more fundamental theory that relates quarks and leptons. Several extensions 12 of the SM include leptoquarks LQ: color-triplet bosons which carry both lepton ` and quarkuantum numbers. The masses and coupling strengths of leptoquarks that couple to all three fermion generations are severely constrained by l o w energy experiments 13 and by HERA 14 . Therefore, only LQ that couple to a single generation can be light enough to be accessible at present accelerators. The excess of events at high Q 2 in e + p collisions reported 15 by the H1 and ZEUS experiments at HERA, and its possible interpretation 16 as evidence for production of rst generation scalar leptoquarks with a mass near 200 GeV c 2 , h a ve stimulated much i n terest in these particles.
Leptoquarks would be dominantly pairproduced via strong interactions in p p collisions, independently of the unknown LQ ` q Yukawa coupling. Each leptoquark would subsequently decay i n to a lepton and a quark. For rst generation leptoquarks, this leads to three possible nal states: ee+jets, e+jets and +jets, with rates proportional to 2 , 2 1 , , and 1 , 2 , respectively, where denotes the branching fraction of a leptoquark to an electron and a quark jet. CDF and D use di erent techniques in their LQ search strategies. The following discussion will be limited to the eejj channel search from CDF and the eejj and ejj channels from D which set the tightest current limits.
CDF LQ Search: = 1
The CDF collaboration uses kinematic selection in conjunction with balancing the reconstructed mass of each ej pair, m ej 1 = m ej 2 . Selection requirements include: two electrons with E T 25 GeV, two jets E 1 scalar sum of the two electrons' E T and the scalar sum of the jets' E T must be greater than 70 GeV each to remove continuum Drell-Yan background. The events passing these criteria, from a 110 pb ,1 data sample, are shown on the m ej 1 vs. m ej 2 plane in Fig. 3 .
The nal LQ candidates for a given LQ mass, m LQ are selected by c hoosing events with the mean m ej of the pair to be within 3 of m LQ . The cross section limit obtained Fig. 4 uses signal acceptence calculations from event sets generated using the PYTHIA Monte Carlo generator. Comparison with theory 17 gives m LQ 210 GeV at 95 CL.
LQ limits from D
The D Collaboration uses loose initial selection and formal optimization of kinematic selection using a Random Grid Search 22 and using neural net 23 techniques. Both techniques yield similar results. D uses similar but less restrictive initial kinematic selection; two electrons E T 20 GeV, two jets E T 15 GeV, and an invariant mass cut on the dielectron pair of 82 m ee 100GeV. This leaves 101 events out of 123 pb ,1 of data. The optimization consists of nding the most sensitive discriminator for LQ selection using the two techniques above, and placing a cut on this discriminator to maxmize the expected signal while constraining the background to a xed level 0.4 events.
Investigation of more than 40 combinations of variables found that the discriminator S T de ned as the scalar sum of the E T of both electrons and all jets with E T 15 GeV to be most sensitive. The LQ search with = 0 :5 opens up the ejj channel 50 of decays as well as the eejj and ejj channels 25 of decays each. This search includes the eejj analysis above folded with another search for a single electron plus missing E T topology. The analysis is similar in design to the eejj search, but here the backgrounds are tt and W + 2 jet production. The initial selection is the same except for the substitution of missing E T 30GeV in place of the second electron, and raising the jet E T requirment to 20GeV. In addition, the transverse mass of the e pair must exceed 110 GeV to minimize the background from W production. Final selection is based on a neural net discriminator, which uses two optimized variables as input: S T and the smallest di erence bewteen the assumed LQ mass and M ej i . After this nal cut, no candidate events 
